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Abstract 
In order to solve problems of complex terrain, instability of drone operated manually 
and interference of GPS signals in drone inspection of transmission line, in this paper, a 
transmission line drone inspection system based on STM32F407VGT6 chip is designed, 
which combines UWB positioning algorithm and ZigBee wireless transmission 
technology. The system realizes precise control, take-off and landing of drone, and 
transmits real-time position information and own parameters of the drone to PC client 
for processing, which provides R&D support for drone automatic inspection. In the later 
stage, the system can be improved and expanded. Therefore, the system will better meet 
the demand for automatic precise inspection. 
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1. Introduction 

Recently, with the continuous development of economy, the demand for power in various regions is 
increasing rapidly, and the scale of electrical grid is also expanding. Overhead power line is exposed 
to natural environment for a long time, and it is easy to be damaged by natural erosion and external 
damage, resulting in transmission failure, which causes irreparable economic losses to enterprises 
and industrial production, and also brings great inconvenience to people's daily life [1]. 

Due to the complex terrain and inconvenient traffic of transmission line, backward manual inspection 
of transmission line consumes a lot of manpower and resources, which makes more in-depth work 
unable to be effectively carried out [2]. Therefore, it is necessary to regularly inspect transmission 
line. Presently, there are still some problems in the drone inspection of overhead power line such as 
instability of drone operated manually, interference of GPS signals by environmental impact of 
transmission line [3], which cause potential security problems to the inspection. 

In this paper, the control strategies and methods of drone in transmission line inspection are mainly 
explored. A transmission line drone inspection system based on STM32F407VGT6 chip is designed, 
which combines UWB positioning algorithm and ZigBee wireless transmission technology. The 
system realizes precise control, take-off and landing of drone, and transmits real-time position 
information and own parameters of the drone to PC client for processing. 

2. Relevant Basic Theory 

2.1 Basic Theory of UWB Positioning Technology 

UWB, namely ultra-wideband, is a radio technology that can use a very low energy level for short-
range, high-bandwidth communications over a large portion of the radio spectrum. Instead of using 
sinusoidal carriers, it uses nanosecond-scale narrow pulses to transmit data, so it covers a wide 
spectrum. Although radio technology, UWB technology can transmit data at rates ranging from tens 
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of Mbit/s to hundreds of Mbit/s. The range-finding principle of UWB technology is to use the 
propagation time of the flight, namely TOF, to measure the distance [4]. 

2.2 Principle of Trilateration Algorithm 

 
Figure 1. Trilateration Algorithm 

 

As shown in the figure 1, the coordinates of point A, B and C are known as  1 1,x y ,  2 2,x y  and 

 3 3,x y  respectively. The distances between point A, B, C and point D are 1d , 2d  and 3d  

respectively, and let the coordinate of point D be  ,x y . then the equations can be obtained as follows. 
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The coordinate of point D can be solved. 
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3. Overview of System Design 

3.1 System Functions Design 

The transmission line drone inspection system designed in this paper is equipped with camera, UWB 
positioning module and ZigBee wireless transmission module, etc. The camera is mainly used to take 
photos of drone inspection. Photos are stored in SD card and can be processed by specific algorithm 
programs to identify faults [5]. The UWB positioning module is used for precise positioning of drone, 
which realizes precise control, take-off, landing and inspection according to route of drone, etc. The 
ZigBee wireless transmission module can transmit data of drone to the upper computer remotely in 
real time or send a signal to prompt the operator. 

3.2 Hardware System Design 

The drone inspection system receives distance information from the UWB positioning module in real 
time, and receives actual position information of drone through trilateration algorithm in the main 
control chip, then sends inspection instructions to flight controller of drone through serial 
communication. Additionally, the status parameters of drone need to be transmitted to PC client 
remotely through the ZigBee module. Therefore, the requirements that the equipment needs to meet 
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include easy installation and operation, low-power consumption, long-term stable operation, and 
long-distance communication. The STM32F407VGT6 chip of Cortex-M4 series has a very high 
working frequency, large storage capacity, extremely rich port, complete function and wide range of 
applications, so it is selected as the core of the main controller. 

As shown in the figure 2, the hardware system of the drone inspection system includes main controller 
module, UWB positioning module, ZigBee wireless transmission module, system mainboard, etc. 
The main controller module mainly includes STM32F407VGT6 main chip, USB port, power 
conversion circuit, simulation debugging port circuit, TF card circuit, reset circuit, DIP start selection 
circuit, etc. The system mainboard mainly includes receptacle of main controller module, power 
conversion circuit, receptacle of ZigBee module, receptacle of UWB positioning module and serial 
communication circuit, etc. The design of the main controller and mainboard of the system is mainly 
completed in Altium Designer software. 

 

 
Figure 2. the Hardware System of the Drone Inspection System 

3.3 Software System Design 

The software system has three parts, including drone inspection platform program, drone position 
information real-time feedback platform and drone own parameters feedback platform. The software 
system is written in Keil C51 IDE with C++ and written into the program memory of microprocessor. 

To build the drone position information real-time feedback platform, the base station A0 should be 
connected to PC client through USB to TTL serial cable, and then DecaRangeRTLS software should 
be opened to set up position information of the base station. Then the position information of tag 
carried by drone will be calculated and displayed in the software. 

To build the drone own parameters feedback platform, serial communication technology and ZigBee 
wireless transmission technology should be used. After data is transmitted to PC client, relevant 
parameters are configured in serial port debugging assistant and the serial port are opened, drone 
information will be displayed in the software. 

4. Software System Design Details 

4.1 Programming 

Initially, define a variable in the external environment, which is used to control drone to execute 
different test cases. The flowchart of main program and Start_Test() program is shown in the figure 
3. 
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Figure 3. the Flowchart of Main Program and Start_Test() Program 
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In the main program, firstly, initialize the serial ports, timers and other peripherals of the main 
controller. Secondly, detect status of the communication serial port between the main controller and 
the flight controller. Thirdly, initialize the components of the drone and detect if the firmware version 
matches the OSDK version. Fourthly, activate the user information, and then the main controller gains 
control of the flight controller. Lastly, execute system test case Start_Test(). 

After the preceding program runs, enter Start_Test() program. Initially, take off at the preset starting 
point, which needs to send instructions to the flight controller through serial port 3 of the main 
controller. If the drone takes off successfully, it sends a successful take-off signal to the PC client 
through serial port 2 of the main controller. Otherwise, a warning of take-off failure will be sent to 
the PC client through serial port 2 of the main controller, and the PC client will send a forced callback 
instruction to the drone after confirmation. After successful take-off, set the z-coordinate to 1.2m, 
and then the main controller reads the TOF data stream from the UWB positioning module from serial 
port 5 and receives the current distance of the drone from the four base stations through serial interrupt 
function of serial port 5. Using the received distance and base station coordinates preset in the 
program, actual 3D coordinates of the drone is calculated by trilateration algorithm. If the calculation 
fails, the data will be received from the serial port and the 3D coordinates will be recalculated. 

After the 3D coordinates are calculated successfully, the fixed-point inspection stage will be entered 
after waiting for a moment. The first stage of inspection is that the drone flies from the starting point 
to 0.5m above the base station A0 and takes photos. The second stage of inspection is that the drone 
flies from 0.5m above the base station A0 to 0.5m above the base station A2 and takes photos. The 
third stage of inspection is that the drone flies from 0.5m above the base station A2 to 0.5m above 
the base station A3 and takes photos. The fourth stage of inspection is that the drone flies from 0.5m 
above the base station A3 to 0.5m above the base station A1 and takes photos. The fifth stage of 
inspection is that the drone flies from 0.5m above the base station A1 to 0.5m above the base station 
A0 and takes photos. The sixth stage of inspection is that the drone flies from 0.5m above the base 
station A0 to the starting point and takes photos. After completion of the six fixed-point inspection 
stages, the drone lands. 

4.2 Drone Position Information Real-time Feedback Platform 

Place 4 base stations A0, A1, A2, A3 in advance according to their own position information in the 
program and connect base station A0 to PC client through USB to TTL serial cable. Then open 
DecaRangeRTLS software to set up position information of the base station and import appropriate 
map, the position information of tag carried by drone will be calculated and displayed in the software. 
You can also see the track of the tag in the map. 

4.3 Drone Own Parameters Feedback Platform 

During the inspection, drone own information is sent to the ZigBee wireless transmission module 
through serial port USART2. Connect another ZigBee wireless transmission module to PC client 
through USB to TTL serial cable and open serial port debugging assistant XCOM V2.0. Then the 
serial port relevant parameters can be configured according to the preset value in the microprocessor 
program. Finally, connect the serial port, and the drone information will be displayed in the software. 

Configuring the device according to the preceding requirements, and after resetting the main 
controller, the main controller will send data to the PC client through serial port. As shown in the 
figure 4, the platform can be validated successfully. The platform can also be used for wireless 
debugging of programs. Additionally, sensors can be installed on the platform, and data of these 
sensors can be fed back to the PC client through the platform. The platform ensures the safety and 
stability of the drone inspection system. 
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Figure 4. the Platform Is Validated Successfully in XCOM V2.0 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, the control strategies and methods of drone in transmission line inspection are mainly 
explored. A transmission line drone inspection system based on STM32F407VGT6 chip is designed, 
which combines UWB positioning algorithm and ZigBee wireless transmission technology. The 
hardware system of the drone inspection system includes main controller module, UWB positioning 
module, ZigBee wireless transmission module, system mainboard. The software system of the drone 
inspection system includes drone inspection platform program, drone position information real-time 
feedback platform and drone own parameters feedback platform. The system realizes precise control, 
take-off and landing of drone, and transmits real-time position information and own parameters of 
the drone to PC client for processing, which provides R&D support for drone automatic inspection. 
The system can be also improved and expanded. Therefore, the system will better meet the demand 
for automatic precise inspection. 
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